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The Australian Women Donors 
Network is a small but influential organisation that 

reaches out to over 1500 donors, philanthropic 

decision makers and influencers, thought leaders, 

government and media throughout Australia. 

We are part of a burgeoning global movement 

dedicated to building a better society for men, women 

and children by strengthening women and girls.  

We advocate for funding of projects that realise the 

potential and/or alleviate their existing disadvantage. 

Women are half the population and the mothers of the 

other half. It has been established beyond a shadow 

of doubt that when funds are invested in women, the 

benefits spread to their children, their families and the 

wider communities.

In our establishing years, we have concentrated 

on communicating the business case for investing in 

women and girls. We brought to Australia, three high 

profile US heiress donors, Helen La Kelly Hunt, Tracy 

Gary  and Abigail Disney - all advocates of “bold” 

giving to women and girls.  All spoke at dinners 

in Sydney and Melbourne and led Philanthropy 

Masterclasses.  The Abigail Disney events alone were 

attended by more than 1000 people from the sector.

Research that we commissioned, ”Mapping 

Australia’s Philanthropic Investment in Women 

and Girls” has also had a substantial impact on the 

philanthropic sector. This report was  developed for 

us by Dr Wendy Scaife of the Australian Centre for 

Philanthropy and Non Profit Studies at Queensland 

University of Technology.  It was launched early this 

year in Melbourne, and Sydney where the launch was 

hosted by the NSW Government, in the historic Jubilee 

Room at NSW Parliament House.

The value of the media we attracted in the last 

financial year has been estimated at $450,000 and 

includes BRW, The Age, The Financial Review, The 

Australian, ABC’s 7.30 Report, Radio National and 

Saturday Extra. 

In this year 2012, we have moved to integrate 

gender awareness into the giving operations of Trust 

Companies and Community Foundations because  

their sub-funds grant more than $350 million each 

year. We thank Catherine Brown, CEO Lord Mayor’s 

Charitable Foundation who is taking a lead in this  

area as well as other executives in the sector, who  

were most valuable in informing us of the tools  

and other support needed to integrate gender 

awareness into their giving operations. 

We also thank Marsh & McLennan (Mercer) 

Australia, the Lord Mayor’s Charitable Foundation 

and the Australian Jewish Funders Network for 
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Eve Mahlab AO
Chair and Co-Founder

AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DONORS NETWORK
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giving us platforms from which to advocate for 

giving to women and girls specifically and for the 

opportunity to promote the Gender Lens as a tool 

in assessing applications for grants.  We also thank 

Swinburne University’s Centre for Social Investment 

and Philanthropy for the opportunity given to our 

CEO, Julie Reilly, to inculcate gender intelligence to its 

students who are the donors and philanthropy advisers 

of tomorrow.

Women of means and the people they influence 

are accepting that through their grantmaking policies 

and practices, they can integrate ‘gender-wisdom’ and 

gender inclusiveness in the Not For Profit sector.   

They are now asking “How?”,  and want advice  

on the most productive ways of giving (e.g, PAFs?.  

sub-funds?, Bequests?).  They are also asking how  

to guage whether or not a project is ‘genderwise”  

i.e. is it  inclusive of women and girls as well as men 

and boys. They also want to know which organisations 

to give to. Our challenge is to provide them with the 

Celebrating the first International Day of the Girl Child in October 2012

tools and connections.

 This year, we welcomed our new CEO Julie 

Reilly who has achieved a successful transfer of 

our operations to the premises of the Reichstein 

Foundation and has continued our advocacy work 

in the sector, strengthening the focus on women and 

girls.  She has expanded our relationships in the sector 

and further extended our influence through a growing 

presence on social media.

Sadly, two of our members will be retiring at the 

end of their terms. They are Mary Hawkins, Chair 

of the International Women’s Development Agency 

(IWDA) who has been invaluable as our Treasurer 

and ‘governance guru’ and Carolyn Munckton who 

was not only our Company Secretary but took on 

and admirably performed the role of Acting CEO last 

year.  We thank them both for the contribution they 

have made in their special roles and for their wisdom. 

The role of Treasurer and Company Secretary will 

be assumed by Steve Rothfield.  We also welcome 

AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DONORS NETWORK
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Jan Cochrane-Harry whose reputation, knowledge 

and experience in the philanthropic, business and 

government sectors will be invaluable.

I also thank the Pratt Foundation, ANZ Private and 

Trustees (sponsors to May 2012), Mecca Cosmetica, 

Arnold Bloch Liebler, GMK Partners, the Trawalla 

Foundation(sponsors to June 2012) , the Reichstein 

Foundation and Fleur Spitzer for their generous 

support. 

We acknowledge and thank Her Excellency, the 

Governor-General Ms Quentin Bryce AC CVO, who is 

the Patron-in-Chief of the Network.

We celebrate leading philanthropist Ellen Koshland, 

who has funded the $50,000 Stella Prize for Australian 

Women’s Writing. The initiative rose out of the outrage 

felt by female writers and readers when, in 2011, 

only 3 women writers made it to the Miles Franklin 

Literary Award Long List and none made it to the 

Shortlist. Indeed in the 10 years to 2011. It had been 

won by 3 times as many men as women, despite the 

fact that women write about half the books published 

and make up about 80 % of readers.

The Miles Franklin Award followed the common 

practice of awards, prizes and honours (often funded 

by philanthropy), which, unless targeting women 

Celebrating the first International Day of the Girl Child in October 2012

specifically, give preference to men. This is not 

because the judging panels hate women. It is the result 

of “unconscious bias”. Unconscious bias assumes 

wrongly that “merit” is gender neutral when it actually 

reflects a male value system formed through centuries 

of male precedents and traditions. Fortunately this 

false concept of merit is being challenged as women 

assume leadership roles. However progress is slow  

in the philanthropic sector, where  in the ten largest 

reporting foundations 3 out of 4 Trustees are men.

Ellen Koshland is one of a breed of philanthropists 

who have pioneered social change. These men and 

women funded controversial social innovations 

including the first hospitals, the first schools as  

well as the research into the contraceptive pill.  

Today once again philanthropists like Ellen are 

leading, this time by funding projects specifically  

for women and girls where they are marginalised  

in a supposedly gender-neutral environment.  

We also thank them and look forward with  

optimism to the impact of their giving.

Eve Mahlab AO
Chair and Co-Founder
29th November 2012
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The third year of operation for 
the Australian Women Donors Network has been one of 

consolidation.  Having delivered a series of high profile 

inspiring speaker events in 2010 and 2011, established 

an impressive website and populated our Online Project 

Showcase, the Women Donors Network is now a firmly 

established force on Australia’s philanthropic landscape.

OUR STORY SO FAR…

Reviewing our story so far, the Network has a proud 

record of achievement. In our first three years of 

operation we:

•  Welcomed Her Excellency, the Governor General, Ms 

Quentin Bryce AC CVO, as our Patron. 

•  Secured establishment funding from the Pratt 

Foundation, ANZ Private & Trustees and the 

Trawalla Foundation, together with invaluable 

in-kind support from corporate and individual 

supporters and volunteers.  

•  Established a strong profile within the sector 

ensuring that support for women and girls is firmly 

on the philanthropic agenda.

•  Presented three speaking tours featuring 

international leaders in women’s philanthropy: Tracy 

Gary – Inspired Living and Giving, Helen LaKelly 

Hunt & Christine Grumm – Women Moving Millions 

and Abigail E.Disney – Women War and Peace.

•  Conducted a series of Gender Lens workshops, A 

Gender Lens for Inclusive Philanthropy, led by the 

Victorian Women’s Trust. These workshops enhance 

understanding of gender issues within the sector 

and provide strategies for effective and inclusive 

philanthropy.  

•  Presented Smart Women, Smart Philanthropy seminars 

in partnership with ANZ Private & Trustees.

•  Created the Changing Lives over Lunch series. 

These facilitate connection and donor awareness of 

key issues for women and girls such as HIV/AIDS 

Warrior Women, Indigenous Affairs Funding with 

Gender and Cultural Integrity and the effect  

of contemporary pornography on our youth 

Eroticising Inequality.

•  Established an online presence providing information, 

resources and donor/project connection.
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JULIE REILLY
CEO – Australian Women Donors Network

AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DONORS NETWORK
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•  Commissioned and launched the inaugural research 

Mapping Australia’s Philanthropic Investment in 

Women and Girls in partnership with Queensland 

University of Technology’s Centre for Philanthropy & 

Non-Profit Studies (ACPNS).

•  Established our Online Project Showcase, a unique 

central reference for donors presenting projects 

directly supporting women and girls. 

•  Developed relationships and alliances with 

organisations of influence in philanthropy for 

women and girls, both locally and globally.  These 

Community Supporters include the Lord Mayor’s 

Charitable Foundation, Sydney Community 

Foundation, Sydney Women’s Fund, the Victorian 

Women’s Trust, the International Women’s 

Development Agency, Philanthropy Australia, Pro 

Bono Australia, Our Community, the Australian 

Communities Foundation, Centre for Social Impact, 

Anne Frankenberg IWDA, Dr Wendy Scaife QUT APCNPS, Kristi Mansfield SWF, Mary Crooks VWT, Eve Mahlab AO, The Hon Marie Ficarra MLA, 
Vincent de Luca, Julie Reilly at NSW Parliament House for the research report launch.

ArtSupport, Australian Jewish Funders, Foundation 

for Young Australians, Social Ventures Australia, 

Women Moving Millions and the Women’s Funding 

Network among others. 

•  Expanded our community and influence through 

speaking engagements, media, representation in 

sector reform and social media activity. 

INSPIRING CHANGE

The energy and interest generated by leading US 

philanthropist Abigail Disney’s Australian Tour at the 

end of 2011 carried over strongly into 2012 with many 

in the sector taking her message of being ‘another 

brick in the wall’ of change to heart.  One of our own 

Sydney based Board Members, Janine Garner, was 

inspired to establish the ‘First Seeds Fund’ within the 

Sydney Women’s Fund, as a vehicle for women who,  

galvanised by Abigail’s message, wanted to give to 
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women and girls.

Having achieved broad success in the ‘informing’ 

and ‘inspiring’ aspects of our mission, we have this 

year shifted gear to a more targeted approach, with a 

focus on the ‘enabling’ aspect of our mission to increase 

investment in women and girls.  

PRESENTING OUR INAUGURAL RESEARCH

In April (Melbourne) and May (Sydney), in 

partnership with Philanthropy Australia, we launched 

our inaugural research report ‘Mapping Australia’s 

Philanthropic Investment in Women and Girls’. This 

served to highlight the comparatively low levels of 

direct investment in projects specifically supporting 

women and girls.  The research report, prepared by Dr 

Wendy Scaife of Queensland University of Technology’s 

Australian Centre for Philanthropy and Non-profit 

Studies, generated considerable interest.  It was the 

subject of a dedicated event in June for donors and 

fund managers within one of Australia’s largest and 

most influential charitable organisations, the Lord 

Mayor’s Charitable Foundation.

CONNECTING DONORS TO  
ORGANISATIONS AND PROJECTS

A key message coming from our research into 

philanthropic giving suggests that some donors don’t 

know how to source ‘women and girls’ projects.  We are 

keen to explore ways of encouraging the sector to use 

our Online Project Showcase as a resource to identify 

appropriate projects that directly benefit women and 

girls. So this year, with expert assistance from Stephanie 

Exton, we have conducted a review of the projects 

registered and presented on our website, to ensure this 

important facility remains fresh and relevant. We will 

continue to actively promote women’s organisations and 

projects to individual donors and funding organisations.

FUNDING PARTNERS

In May this year, our founding partnership with ANZ 

Private & Trustees came to a close. The generous 

support provided by the Trawalla Foundation through 

the provision of the Network’s accommodation and 

accounting service, also ended in June. There is no 

doubt that the significant impact the Women Donors 

Network has achieved during our establishing phase 

would not have been possible without the generous 

support of both of these principal partners and we 

thank them most sincerely.

We look forward to expanding our partnerships 

and supporters in 2013 to leverage the growing global 

awareness of the crucial role women play as drivers of 

economic growth and in social development.

A NEW HOME FOR THE NETWORK

In July we were fortunate to be welcomed into the 

new offices of the Reichstein Foundation by our 

host and the Network’s Co-Founder, Jill Reichstein 

OAM.  This accommodation has provided a collegiate 

and synergistic home base working alongside other 

progressive social change organisations such as the 

Reichstein Foundation and Changemakers.

RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT

A key focus for me this year as the Network’s incoming 

CEO has been on relationship development and 

Online Project Showcase - Australian Women Donors Network website
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community building within the philanthropic sector 

and beyond.  I have been proud to represent the 

Network by participating in a large number of sector 

events, and attending corporate seminars and functions 

focussed on women, thus growing community 

understanding and support for our mission to increase 

investment in women and girls. 

 

PHILANTHROPY STUDENTS  
WISE UP TO GENDER

I have been delighted to present to a number of student 

groups undertaking studies at Swinburne University of 

Technology’s Asia Pacific Centre for Social Investment 

and Philanthropy to introduce our Network and the 

concept of gender lens philanthropy. The information 

sharing and robust debate generated at these sessions 

has borne fruit with a number of key participants 

actively working to apply the gender lens in their own 

organisations to increase the impact of philanthropic 

giving. Top marks!

LEFT: Julie Reilly, CEO, Australian Women Donors Network  RIGHT: Tabitha Lovett Equity Trustees, Catherine Brown Lord Mayor’s Charitable 
Foundation, Eve Mahlab AO and the Women Donors Network brainstorming lunch.

BUILDING OUR TEAM  
AND COMMUNITY

With the addition of Amanda Miller to our team in 

September, Women Donors has ramped up its efforts 

and has established a strong presence on both Facebook 

and Twitter. We are steadily growing our community of 

supporters that engage with us through social media.  

This activity has allowed us to extend our reach and 

influence to an increasing number of women and 

men hungry for current media commentary, research 

reports and debate on all matters gender related and 

philanthropy focussed. 

INFLUENCING THE INFLUENCERS

In October, we brought together the CEO’s of the major 

Trust companies and Community Foundations with a 

view to sharing their collective wisdom and garnering 

their active support in communicating the business case 

for women and girls to decision makers who control the 

final funding decisions.  This important consultation 
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reinforced the need for tools and information to support 

those in the sector to be more ‘genderwise’ in their 

giving. A number of participants have subsequently 

assisted us in refining our draft guide for giving to 

women and girls to be launched early in 2013. We 

intend to extend this invaluable exchange to other 

leaders in the sector next year.

SUPPORTING THE BROADER  
GENDER AGENDA

At the invitation of the 100 Percent Project, an 

organisation which advocates for gender equity 

in leadership roles, Women Donors joined forces 

to promote a significant gender event held in 

Melbourne in December.  The event featured 

leading international ‘womenomics’ expert Benja 

Stig Fagerland as the keynote speaker, and Sex 

Discrimination Commissioner Elizabeth Broderick in a 

panel discussion, and a thought-provoking debate was 

held on the very topical issue of quotas for women in 

executive leadership. 

LOOKING AHEAD

Our task now is to build on the solid foundation the 

Network has established, working strategically with 

key people and organisations of influence in the sector.  

In 2013 we will launch our new guide, Gender-wise 

Philanthropy: Strengthening Society by Investing in 

Women and Girls to support the growing appetite 

donors have for effective and inclusive philanthropy. 

In exploring new funding models to support our 

ongoing work, I have been very encouraged by the 

recognition of the important role we play in giving 

women a voice in philanthropy. Whether it be in health 

and medical research, education, indigenous affairs, 

economic empowerment, environment or the arts – in 

all areas of philanthropic endeavour women have a 

unique ability to drive change.  

We look forward to welcoming new funders and 

partners joining us in the growing global movement 

that seeks to harness the full potential of both genders – 

for the benefit of all.

A WORD OF THANKS

The Australian Women Donors Network is most 

grateful for the continuing support of our Major Partner 

the Pratt Foundation who, along with the Reichstein 

Foundation, Mecca Cosmetica and more recently the 

US Embassy here in Australia, enable us to work to 

strengthen society by strengthening the philanthropic 

investment in women and girls. 

We thank all those who have joined with us this 

year to help advance our aims and we look forward to 

working together to keep gender on the philanthropic 

agenda throughout 2013 and beyond.

JULIE REILLY
CEO – Australian Women Donors Network

TOP: Supporters of the 100% Project’s Quotas event featuring 
international expert Benja Stig Fagerland. BOTTOM: Panellists at 
Quotas event in Melbourne in December
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Clockwise from left: 1. Participants in the 
Women Donors Philanthropy Masterclass 
exchange ideas after an inspiring presentation by 
Abigail Disney. 2. Abigail Disney. 3. Dr Catriona 
Wallace.  4. US Ambassador Jeffrey Bleich and 
Women Donors CEO Julie Reilly at the Abigail 
Disney event in Melbourne, 2011.

philanthropy

Get Involved 
Anyone – women and men – interested in supporting 
the work of the Australian Women Donors Network 
can register on the website to receive regular 
communications about events and other opportunities 
to connect with its community.

 womendonors.org.au

Research
One of the issues facing the philanthropic sector in general is a 
lack of available data. So Women Donors recently commissioned 
research by the Australian Centre for Philanthropy and Nonprofit 
Studies (ACPNS) at Queensland University of Technology. 
Commissioning this groundbreaking research was the first step on 
the path to building a reliable evidence base from which to work. 
The inaugural research report – Mapping Australia’s Philanthropic 
Investment in Women and Girls – has provided the first insight 
into how funds are allocated, why women and girls may or may 
not be a focus for giving, and what it is that needs to happen to 
change the existing funding ratios and outcomes.

Growing giving Circles 
In the near future, Women Donors intends to strengthen its 
focus on the concept of Giving Circles, where groups of like-
minded individuals can pool their resources to provide 
a substantial investment to a chosen philanthropic initiative. 

Opportunity  for Australians
Says Julie, “Australians can be rightly proud that, in the event of a crisis, 
the broad community responds with generous donations and heartfelt 
support. Sadly, however, it is equally true that we do not as a nation have 
a strong culture or tradition of philanthropy. There are many historic and 
cultural reasons for this, however it is increasingly evident that we have 
compelling reasons to change.”

The Community
Women Donors has a diverse, influential community of 
supporters from philanthropy, business, government and 
the community sector. Right now, its numbers are greater 
in Melbourne and Sydney, however the Network is steadily 
growing its supporter base around the nation. Says Julie, 
“Our challenge now is to ensure we are a sustainable 
force, and that we are appropriately resourced to continue 
driving the momentum for women and girls. We know this 
is not just the right thing to do – it’s the smart thing to do – 
and will bring benefits for all.”

SAMARA MAGAZINE N°1 MAY / JUNE 2012

The Vision
A world where women and girls are 
seen, heard and valued.

Philanthropic Profile

Why Women and Girls? 
“There is overwhelming evidence – and it is now widely 
accepted – that investing in women and girls produces a 
multiplier effect,” says Women Donors Chief Executive Officer 
Julie Reilly. For example, when you educate a woman or invest 
in her empowerment, there are many flow on benefits to 
her immediate family and community. Reports by leading 
international organisations, such as the United Nations, the 
World Bank, and Goldman Sachs, all underline the economic 
imperatives for bridging the gender gap and the opportunities 
this brings for increased prosperity.

Inspiring Change 
Although still a relatively new organisation, Women Donors has a 
proud record of bringing powerful international speakers to Australia 
to inspire and promote the message for women and girls. Most 
recently, renowned US philanthropist Abigail E. Disney won the hearts 
and minds of hundreds of men and women in Melbourne and Sydney 
on a speaking tour for Women Donors. This included a series of 
Philanthropy Masterclasses.  

As a lifelong philanthropist and founder of the New York based 
Daphne Foundation, Abigail spoke passionately about the important 
role women play in communities and why it’s vital to support them to 
have a voice. 

Early Days
Women Donors was founded in 2009 by lifelong women’s 
advocate Eve Mahlab AO, and respected philanthropist  
Jill Reichstein OAM. Leading businesswoman and women’s 
advocate, Carol Schwartz, through the Trawalla Foundation 
also provided invaluable support. Principal Partners ANZ 
Private and Trustees, and the Pratt Foundation along with 
Trawalla, provided the crucial sponsorship to establish 
the organisation.

Who, What, Where
The Australian Women Donors Network (‘Women 
Donors’) actively spreads the word, makes the 
case, and seeks to inform and inspire the donor 
community about the importance of supporting 
and investing in women and girls. 

A not for profit advocacy group, Women Donors 
has strong links to Australia’s leading women’s 
funds, including the Victorian Women’s Trust, 
the Sydney Women’s Fund, and the International 
Women’s Development Agency. 

The Network believes that by driving funding to 
projects designed to maximise the potential of 
women, and alleviate existing disadvantage, then 
society as a whole will benefit.

Women Donors Network
Australian

Samsara Magazine feature on the Australian Women Donors Network

AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DONORS NETWORK

PROGRAM
12.30 Welcome by The Hon Marie Ficarra MLC

12.35 Julie Reilly - CEO Australian Women Donors Network  

12.40 Emma Sakellaris – Head of Client Management
 ANZ PRIVATE & TRUSTEES Principal Sponsors

12.45  Dr Wendy Scaife - Senior Research Fellow Queensland   
 University of Technology

CASE STUDIES
1.00 Kristi Mansfield – CEO Sydney Community Foundation
 Investing in women at the grassroots

1.10 Mary Crooks- Executive Director, Victorian Women’s Trust
 Getting the balance right

1.20 Anne Frankenberg – Deputy Executive Director,  
 International Women’s Development Agency 
 Impact through partnership

1.30 Panel Discussion

1.55 Louise Burton – Director Membership and Partnerships
 Philanthropy Australia 

2.00  Close

GIVING TO WOMEN & GIRLS: 
EXPLORING THE RESEARCH AND CASE STUDIES 
What Australian research says about giving to women and girls and how to put gender based giving into practice

AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DONORS NETWORK

Thank you for registering for our session exploring the research and  
case studies for women and girls.

We are looking forward to sharing the information and inspiration.

DATE:  Thursday 17 May, 2012

TIME: 12.00 for 12.30 sharp -2.00pm 

This session will commence at 12.30 sharp so please allow yourself  
time to select a sandwich and drink and be seated for a 12.30 start.

VENUE:  Jubilee Room - NSW Parliament House  
 Macquarie Street, 
 Sydney NSW 2000 

Please enter via the Guardhouse at the north end of the building on  
Macquarie St.  Please note – Security screening will apply to all attendees.  
Sharp objects which may be construed as potential weapons are  
prohibited. So… imagine you are boarding a plane and you should be OK! 
 
Your nearest transit station is  Martin Place Railway Station.   
Parking is available at a number of nearby locations but is costly.   
Options include Secure Parking located at 187 Macquarie St, or  
Sydney Hospital in Macquarie St (enter from Hospital Rd which  
runs parallel to Macquarie and is one way heading north) – or  
Domain Parking enter via St Mary’s Road.)

GIVING TO WOMEN & GIRLS:
EXPLORING THE RESEARCH AND CASE STUDIES

Giving to Women and Girls -  
Exploring the Research & Case Studies

AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DONORS NETWORK

MEDIA AND EVENTS
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The Australian Women Donors Network gratefully acknowledges the support of GMK Partners in hosting this event.
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Legislative Council Minutes No. 85—Wednesday 23 May 2012  
 

1 MEETING OF THE HOUSE 
 
The House met at 11.00 am according to adjournment. The President took the Chair and read the prayers. 
 
 

2 AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DONORS NETWORK (Formal Business) 
 
Ms Ficarra moved, according to notice:  
 
1. That this House notes that: 
 

(a) on Thursday 17 May 2012, the Australian Women Donors Network held a seminar in the 
Jubilee Room of the NSW Parliament titled ‘What Australian Research says about giving to 
women and girls and how to put gender based giving into practice’, 
 

(b) the Australian Women Donors Fund presents facts about women’s disadvantage and the 
effectiveness of funding women and girls, while also raising the profile of women’s funds 
and projects which empower women, and 

 
(c) the organisation is an education-focused, not for profit organisation that advocates for 

gender-sensitive practice within the social investment and grant-making sector and 
advocates for a greater investment in women and girls.  

 
2. That this House acknowledges and commends: 
 

(a) the speakers that presented at the seminar, including: 
(i) Dr Wendy Scaife, Senior Research Fellow, Australian Centre for Philanthropy and 

Nonprofit Studies, Queensland University of Technology, 
(ii) Ms Kristi Mansfield, Chief Executive Officer of the Sydney Community 

Foundation, which includes The Sydney Women's Fund, 
(iii) Ms Mary Crooks, Executive Director, Victorian Women's Trust, 
(iv) Ms Anne Frankenberg, Deputy Executive Director, International Women's 

Development Agency, 
 

(b) the Sponsors of the seminar, including: 
(i) ANZ Private,  
(ii) ANZ Trustees,  
(iii) The Pratt Foundation,  
(iv) Trawalla Foundation  
(v) QUT Business School, incorporating The Australian Centre for Philanthropy and 

Nonprofit Studies, and 
 

(c) Ms Julie Reilly, Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Women Donors Network and Ms 
Eve Mahlab AO, Co-Founder and Chairwoman of the Australian Women Donors Network 
for their continued outstanding work in furthering the interests of women and girls. 

 
Question put and passed.  
 
 

3 PALLIATIVE CARE (Formal Business) 
 
Mr Donnelly moved, according to notice:  
 
1. That this House notes that: 

 
(a) 20 to 26 May 2012 is National Palliative Care Week, 
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(e) between 1964 and 1965, Mrs Wye assisted with the merger of New South Wales Women's 

and Men's Amateur Swimming Associations becoming, a Foundation Member of the NSW 
Amateur Swimming Association, 

 
(f) in 1965, Mrs Wye assisted with the merger of Warringah mens' and womens' swimming, 

becoming a foundation member of the Warringah Amateur Swimming Association, 
 
(g) Mrs Wye has served as Patron, President, Senior Vice President and Technical Officer of 

Warringah Amateur Swimming Association, was a driving force behind the building of the 
Warringah Aquatic Centre in 1979 and was admitted into its Inaugural Hall of Fame in 
2009, 

 
(h) Mrs Wye served as a Technical Convenor and Examination Tester for New South Wales 

Swimming Association for many years, as well as officiating at the Olympic Games, 
Commonwealth Games, World Championships, National Championships, State 
Championships, District Championships and numerous carnivals over a 70 year period, 

 
(i) in recognition of Mrs Wye's extraordinary service to swimming in Australia and 

internationally, she was appointed a Member of the British Empire in 1973 and awarded the 
Order of Australia Medal in 2002 and the Australian Sports Medal in 2000, and 

 
(j) in honour of her dedication to swimming on the northern beaches and in New South Wales, 

Mrs Wye has been awarded Life Membership of the Warringah Amateur Swimming 
Association, New South Wales Amateur Swimming Association, the Australian Union of 
Old Swimmers and the Australian Union of Old Swimmers’ auspicious Natatorial Award 
for her lifetime contribution to swimming. 

 
2. That this House: 
 

(a) congratulates Mrs Wye on her 90th birthday and 50th year as President of Dee Why Ladies' 
Amateur Swimming Club, and 

 
(b) extends its appreciation to Mrs Wye for her outstanding service to the people of New South 

Wales. 
 
Question put and passed. 
 
 

5 AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DONORS NETWORK (Formal Business) 
 
Ms Ficarra moved, according to notice:  
 
1. That this House notes that, in December 2011, the Australian Women Donors Network held its 

gala dinner at the Shangri-La Hotel, Sydney. 
 
2. That this House notes that the International Guest Speaker at the dinner was Dr Abigail E Disney, 

who is: 
 

(a) the Founder and Co-President of the Daphne Foundation,  
 

(b) a board member of: 
(i) Roy Disney Family Foundation,  
(ii) the White House Project,  
(iii) the Global Fund for Women,  
(iv) the Fund for the City of New York,  

 
(c) the creator of award-winning documentary 'Pray the Devil Back to Hell' which documents 

the story of Liberian women who confronted gender barriers and politics in Africa, central 

Brainstorming lunch with CEO’s of philanthropic  
umbrella organisations

CEO profile in Ruby Connection

CEO profile in The Investment Stylist

Hansard - Notices of Motion in NSW Parliament 
commending the Network’s tour with Abigail Disney & 
Research presentation events

AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DONORS NETWORK
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AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DONORS NETWORK

PRINCIPAL PARTNERS
Pratt Foundation

Reichstein Foundation

Trawalla Foundation

ANZ Private & Trustees

CORPORATE SUPPORTERS
Mecca Cosmetica 

Greenstone Group

Arnold Bloch Liebler

GMK Partners Pty Ltd

ANRIC

COMMUNITY SUPPORTERS
Philanthropy Australia 

Pro Bono Australia

Australian Communities Foundation

Sydney Community Foundation

Sydney Women’s Fund

Victorian Women’s Trust

International Women’s Development Agency

Australian Jewish Funders Network

Our Community

Women Moving Millions

Women’s Funding Network 

Embassy of the United States of America

Australian Centre for Philanthropy and Non-Profit Studies, Queensland University of Technology

Asia-Pacific Centre for Social Investment and Philanthropy, Swinburne University of Technology

SUPPORTERS & VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Allison

Susan Hughes

Dr Wendy Scaife

Fleur Spitzer OAM

Hannah Williams

Alex Williamson

Andrew Jackson

Carol Weston

Madeleine Field

This list includes companies, organisations and individuals who have supported the 

Network during 2012. We are most grateful to those who have provided us with support.

THANK YOU FOR HELPING US PROMOTE AN INCREASED INVESTMENT IN WOMEN AND GIRLS.
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